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Sara Oblak Speicher, MBA is a global transformational mentor,
catalyst, and intuitive strategist to Aquarian leaders. Visionary
executives, elite athletes, and successful business owners turn to her
when they are ready to turn their boldest vision & deepest desires into
reality. As a certified mindset coach and mystic, Sara leverages 20+
years of international professional, academic, and athletic
experiences. 

Masterfully blending deep metaphysical, vibrational, and kinesthetic
principles with ancient wisdom and practicality of everyday living,
Sara’s specialty is to architect new frameworks, quantum strategies
and tactics that help her clients take massive action, open new
portals, and bend time & space, and inspire intentional and
substantial living & leading in new era. 

Born and raised in a small medieval town in Slovenia, she served as
team captain at Women’s Basketball European Championship before
accepting an invitation to play NCAA-D1 basketball in New York City.
There, she completed her bachelor’s and MBA degree with honors,
and now runs her global business in non-native language.  

Being an avid traveler, Sara plays into limitless possibilities by
harnessing the power of love, divine gifts, soul genius, winning
attitude, and simplified success strategies. She is also a survivor of
postpartum depression & severe burnout (that nearly killed her, her
business, and marriage... but instead became her spiritual awakening). 

Living her mission and walking her talk (in high heels in spite of being
6'1" tall), Sara currently resides in the Lower Hudson Valley with her
husband, their two young daughters, and three furry rescues.

Life. Sport. Work. Love. Home. 
Full of human spirit. Fully harmonized
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Inspiring intentional & substantial living
and leadership in the new era
Mastering the art of transformation, and
building the stamina to sustain it
Healing 6 generations of strong, fiercely
independent women
Intimacy in bi-cultural marriage, political
opposition, and conflicting desires
Raising awakened beings, becoming
intuitive and conscious parent 
Softening into receiving, feeling safe to
be fully supported 
Defying conventional wisdom, becoming
global citizen

Why you nearly turned down the
opportunity to play NCAA basketball?
How did you respond to losing your job
when you found out you were pregnant? 
Can you reconcile differences to
strengthen and deepen relationships?
When you and your daughters spent 4
months in Slovenia, what happened?
What impact do your kids have on you,
and how they inspired your book?
What is the 6-Prism Framework, and
what role it plays in one's success?
Who are the Aquarian Leaders you are
working with and why them, why now?


